Mammen Family Public Library
Monthly Report – October 2022 Activities
The mid-term Comal County elections took place at the library again this year. As always,
logistics were challenging and the majority of our phone calls during the weeks from October
24-November 8 were regarding elections. We did make a lot of new cards! The parking lot
issues were a little scary with people racing through and making wrong turns into the drive up
window area. See the numbers below for voting attendance at the library.
Comal County Elections - people voting at MFP Library:


Early Voting Oct 24 - Nov 4, 2022: 10,781



General Election Nov 8, 2022: 1,539



Total voters at the library: 12,319

Circulation Team Report


Number of visitors to the library: 19,985



Total items circulated: 34,931



New cards issued: 372



Number of active members: 8,283

Programming, Outreach and Community Collaboration
Adult Programs (Hannah Johnson & Allison Reeves)
The adult programming team offered a total of 107 programs and classes during October. Six
of the programs were offered online or had an option to join online, and three of the programs
were passive. Programs coordinated by the adult programming team had a total attendance
of 791 adults, 64 teens, and 21 children.
We are appreciative of the many volunteers who lend their time and expertise to make library
programs a success. In October, class instructors and group leaders provided a total of 43.25
volunteer hours for adult programs.
General Updates - In October, the adult programming team spent time with Stephanie, our
Outreach Specialist, to identify opportunities to collaborate on joint programming. In
coordination with Stephanie, in October we offered our first Artist Talk featuring the hallway
exhibit artist, we prepped crafts for attendees for Trunk or Treat, and we met with Texas Parks
and Wildlife representatives to discuss potential opportunities for additional programs. We are
also working with Stephanie on some adult programming opportunities with outreach in the
coming months that we are excited to share.
With the arrival of Marc in October, we also spent some time strategizing marketing opportunities
to help promote adult programs in the upcoming months. We are excited to work together to
reach new audiences and raise awareness for the many adult programs available at the library.
Program Highlights - We closed out our 2022 Great Decisions throughout October. Our group
met every Tuesday to watch the Foreign Policy Association’s videos and then have our group
discussion. We changed our format for these last four meetings. Rather than have professional
speakers at each session, we had volunteer moderators lead our discussions each week. This
format worked really well and all of our participants enjoyed the discussions. We will continue
with our Great Decisions program in the spring.

In October, we had a Saturday dedicated to Halloween-themed
makerspace classes for adults. In the morning we had our second
woodworking class of this fall, where the group made bat boxes to
hang in their yards. In the afternoon, we had a Cricut class led by
instructor Rachel Reyes where the group used heat transfer vinyl and
a heat press to decorate tote bags with a Halloween theme.
This year the adult programs team coordinated
programming to celebrate Día de los Muertos. The programs
kicked off with a presentation from Patricia Castillo and Paul
Jolet on the evening of October 27th covering the traditions
and customs of Día de los Muertos, followed by crafts to help
us decorate the community ofrenda that was on display in
the library lobby through November 2nd. Patrons were
invited to contribute to the
decorations on the ofrenda
throughout the week.
Our Día de los Muertos programming also tied into the October
Screen Free Craft take-home kit, which included instructions and
supplies for making decorations for the ofrenda, and Trunk or Treat,
which included a craft table where we prepped approximately 100
crafts for attendees to make marigold and butterfly decorations.

Makerspace (Katherine Taylor Pearson)
One on one and walk-in appointments Six appointments were conducted throughout the
month of October along with two walk-ins. One poster design was completed. Types of projects
with patrons completed included 3D printing, how to cut vinyl with Cricuts, designing in
Tinkercad, and using the heat press for mugs and t-shirts. Equipment used included Prusa MK2S+
3D printer, Cricut Maker, overview of Canva and PowerPoint,
Group classes held Three group classes were held in addition to one woodworking class to
design and complete a bat house. The group classes targeted Innovation and Design for Teens,
Youth Robotics, focusing on entry level robot making with gear motors, and Glowforge for the
busy crafter designing earrings and keyrings.
Six staff classes were also completed with the intent to expand operational availability of the
Makerspace targeting use of the heat press, familiarity of the Circuit design space and Cricut
Maker, Inkscape, and PowerPoint, and use of the Glowforge for laser engraving and cutting.
Maintenance completed Monthly update to firmware were applied to the following pieces of
equipment: Prusa 3D printers, Cricut, and Epson Printer. Glowforge, and Epilog Zing lenses were
cleaned with lens wipes. The True VIS SG 540 was wiped down externally and routine monthly
maintenance was completed by completing the cleaning sequences.
One Prusa MK2S+ printer has been retired and will be used for replacement parts.

New equipment explored The new Enderpro 3 3D printer has been assembled and is currently
being calibrated along with test prints being completed.
A Glowforge replacement filter continues to be researched to help with portability with classes.
Other items of interest Upcoming programming supporting the Makerspace for November will
include creation of holiday mugs using graphic design and heat press (Teen Makerspace, 2 nd
Thursday), and design and creation of a clock using graphic software and the Glowforge (Adult
Makerspace, 3rd Thursday). An overview on the Makerspace was also provided to a local
parenting group with over 15 attendees.

Outreach (Stephanie Emerson)
October was a full month for sure. Full of activity and successes! Routine efforts reached 113
members of our community directly and many more through books and materials. Our assisted
living and homebound patrons checked out 35 books for the
month and the Little Free Library tallies came in at over 170 books
placed between the 3 locations.
Little Free Library makeovers continued this month with the
location at Faithville. Turned out beautifully (if I do say so myself)!
Next month, we will complete the Bulverde Park location. In
addition, we are in the midst of the approval process for adding
a Little Free Library location at Guadalupe River State Park.
Speaking of the State Park, we had a great meeting with the Park
Interpreter
and
have
some
collaborations in the works before
year end with Outreach and Adult
Programming.
The Artist Spotlight wall rotated to some elegant photography and
kicked off the first month of the Artist Talk program. Christine
Blankenship walked the group through her background, style and
methods. It was a small group and we hope to grow attendance
as the community learns about the
opportunity.
Pop-up Library in the park marked
the christening of the fully functional
Trekker Collection for patron use.
Huge thank you to Javier and Allison
for getting it all logged and
operational!
Next Year in Havana by Chanel
Cleeton was the October Books & Bites
read. There were 8 in attendance and
we enjoyed the unique and savory

recipe of Cuban Beef Pastries (Pastelitos de Carne) as we discussed the pros and cons of the
author’s style in delivering this story.
The large print Outreach bookcase collection continues to be well received at all locations.
Rotating the selections has increased the borrowing as shown on the borrow log at each
location.
The giveaway collection of bilingual and books in Spanish is now reaching the community at
both Provisions Food Bank and the SHARE center. The bilingual storytime and craft at the SHARE
center at the beginning of October was the kickoff for the giveaway collection. We will restock
those bookshelves at Provisions and the SHARE center as needed and as new collection
materials arrive. Sourcing is ongoing.
Visits to SJRC continued in October with great resident attendance. Passport library cards have
been requested and some of the residents have signed up for teen programs for the first time
since before the pandemic. Huge success for Outreach and Teen Programming!

As the month came to a close, it
went out with a bang – TRUNK OR
TREAT 2022. It was a fantastic event
that couldn’t have happened
without the staff and teen
volunteers that helped Montana
and I welcome 17 trunks, 333 children, 65 teens and 413 adults to the back
parking lot. The Police Department and Fire Engine were a huge hit and the reigning Tricked
Out Trunk Champion successfully defended their title. The community went all out on costumes
and large fun was had by all! October was Outreach-standing!

Teens (Allison Reeves)
October was full of teen programs! We had a couple of Makerspace-related classes for teens
throughout the month. The library hosted an Online Teen Makerspace Design Class and it was
a success! We had several teens attend to learn more about the mechanics behind the 3D
printing design process. We also had our monthly Makerspace program where teens got to
design their own 3D print that they then could come back and pick up.
Additionally, we had several different craft programs for teens. Teens
made bath bombs and toad abodes and all had a blast at each
program.
The library also hosted the first class in our
Life Skills for Teens series. This month, they
learned how to change a car tire. Each
teen learned the mechanics of changing a car tire and they
were all able to practice completing each step of the process.
Javier and Allison bravely volunteered their cars for the teens to
use during the class and we’re happy to report that not only did
the teens learn a valuable life skill, no damage was done to the
cars in the process!
October also saw our monthly meeting of our two teen clubs - Anime Club and Genre Book
Club, both of which were a lot of fun! Rob once again wowed the library’s teens with his
knowledge of anime and we switched things up in book club - this month we played a variety
of board games while we talked about books!
And finally, we had 2 volunteer opportunities for teens in October. The first was our monthly Dropin Volunteer Hours and the second was at our Trunk-or-Treat event. We had lots of teens show
up to both days and they were a huge help!
Stephanie and Allison made a couple of trips out to SJRC and had great visits! We made
homemade trail mix and smoothies, which were a huge hit. We also handed out over 30 books
to the teens there. We are so excited to watch this partnership grow!

Children’s (Montana Rindahl & Javier Gonzalez)
Storytimes and Stay and Play are still going strong! We love seeing our littlest patrons in the library
every week! Our new (this fall) Babytime program is consistently bringing in new families and
helping parents and caregivers connect with one another.

Our new art teacher, Tracy Fortune, led two classes for kids in October. In each class students
brainstorm ideas and practice techniques before creating their final artwork, so each finished
product is different. In October the kids drew robots and other fantasy creatures with colored
pencil and markers, and painted “Spooky Silhouettes” with acrylics on canvas boards.
In conjunction with the Comal County AgriLife Extension Office, we had monarchs at the library
this fall! The caterpillars lived with their milkweed in the Children’s Area until they formed their
cocoons and emerged as butterflies. We tagged and released six monarchs over the course of
a week, with many families coming to
see the tagging process and learn about
monarchs and the library’s butterfly
garden. We are grateful to our in-house
Master Naturalist, Caroline Broderick, for
helping with the butterflies and to Lauren
Schumaker at the Extension Office for
setting up this project for us! The library
gardeners will plant the milkweed in the
butterfly garden for wild butterflies to
enjoy next season!
Our elementary age programs have also been going great. This month, families joined Javier for
fall and Halloween themed crafts every week at Crafty Tuesdays. Some of the crafts made this
month included: rolled paper pumpkins, bubble wrap corn, spooky paper bag trees and
popsicle stick spiderwebs! For STEM Day, kids constructed their own bridges using cardboard,
paper tubes, painters
tape and string. Everyone
had an amazing time
and it was great to see so
many
different
approaches
to
this
activity.
Other program highlights
include Kids Chess Club which is still going strong. This month we saw the return of our awesome
chess coaches, Mr. Vamper and Mr. Castro. Javier also hosted the first Tasty Creations for Kids
program where kids get to make and taste delicious no-bake and no-cook recipes. This month
kids made chocolate butterscotch haystacks and a fall snack mix! Finally, the month ended
with Builders Club. Challenges for this month included building pumpkins, monsters, and
haunted houses all out of Legos!

Marketing & Public Relations (Marc Dunlap)
Marketing:


Started the process to “formalize” MFPL
branding



Began work on organizing our email
subscribers (via MailChimp)



Will need some additional help with this
project due to the volume of existing
subscribers, and it may be an ongoing
project for some months.



Synced

Mackenzie’s

Canva

files

&

folders with my own profile


Worked on Re-Connecting to Facebook
with Susan’s assistance



This was still unresolved as of 11/01/22 but
should be completed by 11/07/22



Began work on “Monthly Program-printCalendar”



We will be moving forward with the Folio
sized print (11”x17”)



There will be two prints:
o

1. Adult Programs + Teen & Universal

o

2. Children’s + Teen & Universal

Social Media:


As of Oct. 17th we could not post to or
monitor the MFPL Facebook Page



Began

developing

schedule

that

will

a

social
include

media
both

program/event highlights as well as
select resources of the library (both “in
the stacks” & “on the grounds”)


The last half of October saw an increase
in activity on Instagram, though the most
popular post is still that of the one
promoting the library’s “Banned Books”
week/display.



The “MFPLibraryTeen” Instagram is seeing
some growth



Highlights for several “under-attended”
programs were developed and sentout/posted to mixed results



Post about artist spotlight of the month

Publicity:


Working with the whole team to better understand their needs, may it be eblasts, social-media
posts, printed materials, or graphic design support…



Revamped the e-newsletter format, and got in touch with all former online publications as well
as print publications to understand their deadlines and requirements.

Collections Reports
Adults (Kristin): We loaned 2 items to and borrowed 90 items from other libraries in the Interlibrary
Loan (ILL) system. We worked one-on-one with 5 members to teach them how to use our
electronic resources. In October the business section was weeded and the Spanish collection
was inventoried. This month I will focus on weeding the large print and inventorying the business.
Three adults were emailed a personalized list in October.
Teens (Allison): In October we set up a number of spooky book displays that were popular with
our patrons. Additionally, we fulfilled three Young Adult purchase requests and 1 Young Adult
InterLibrary Loan request.
Children (Montana & Javi): In October we weeded and inventoried the Children’s Graphic
Novel collection – another collection that is weeded due to condition instead of use. Everything
checks out! We sent three recommended reading lists in October.
Our Vox books are here and circulating! Javier and Allison did fantastic work cataloging and
processing this collection for families to enjoy. We had a few books check out on their very first
day on the shelves!
We deleted 365 items for the following reasons:


Weeded – 320 items



Vanished – 4 items (due to inventory)



Lost and unpaid for – 26 items (sent to collections)



Lost and paid for – 13 items

Technology (Rob & Marc)
Rob: In October we finished some projects and started some new ones. After fixing the AV part
failure in room B we decided it was a good time to start looking into why our microphone system
in the Meeting Rooms gets glitchy whenever we have events. Previously whenever we tested
the system worked fine, until the actual event, when the mics would intermittently drop for no
apparent reason. The theory we came up with is that when all of the people are in the room
with their cell phones it was interfering with the mic signal. Not being experts in AV we contacted
Ford AV and asked them to send out a technician. Without any prompting he confirmed our
suspicions. While there are some work arounds we can try to fix the issue there is no guarantee
that they would work. The best thing we can do is to replace the analog mics with newer digital

mics that don’t operate on the same frequencies as cell phones. We reached back out to Ford
AV to get a quote for replacement and are just now waiting for a reply.
We finished the transfer of our security camera recording to our upgraded server. Once we
worked out all the bugs from moving the software and clearing the database, it worked like a
dream. The entire system works faster and we can retain our security video for a longer period
of time. While this was originally planned as a stopgap measure until the Unifi NVRs become
available, we think as long as the software remains compatible with our cameras we can stick
with this new system for the foreseeable future. While it won’t integrate with the rest of our
network control systems, it will save us a lot of money in upgrades, so we can live without them.
We wanted to see if we could upgrade our old programming laptops to see if that would solve
the problem of them being incredibly slow, so we wouldn’t have to replace them. Despite the
current chaos in the technology supply chain we were able to find upgraded RAM, and new
SSDs to replace the much slower HDDs that they came with. To begin with we just bought
enough for one laptop, just in case the upgrade wasn’t worth the cost, but once we swapped
them out their performance was drastically improved. Now we can start the process of
upgrading the rest of our inventory.
Marc: *Lois Blankenburg retired from the library but will continue to support the Technology Team
as she can through volunteerism. Marc Dunlap was brought in to cover both the Technology
Desk and the Marketing role, getting his feet wet on day one helping several patrons.
Stand-out-Issues


Some WiFi inconsistency was reported.



Network did have a few issues providing service to all stations.



Printing of the New Library Card receipt at the front desk.



o

Issue was initially handled by restarting the system

o

Later resolved through troubleshooting & some additional training

The transition between Mackenzie Broderick & Marc Dunlap did cause a few issues.
o

The main issue is the loss of control over the MFPL Facebook Page

o

Both Susan & Mark have been in touch with Facebook representatives to resolve this issue, and as
of 11/01/22 have turned in all requested documents to Facebook in order to get Susan full access
to the MFPL Facebook Page



There were a few minor hardware issues with some of the public computers as well as the copiers.
o

All were resolved either by replacing the offending part with what we already had on hand or by
troubleshooting the issue on-site

o

Jewel reported that the Fax Machine was still having problems, the “fax man” had stopped
by the library for personal reasons, but took the time to check it out.

o

The “fax man” reported to Jewel that there was a potential ongoing issue and that he would look
into it before coming back on a scheduled visit.

One-on-One Technology Help This program was updated after confirming with Marc when he
could set aside dedicated time; that being Mondays & Wednesdays from 1:00 PM – 2:00 PM. It
so far has been a success as all available times up to the present have been filled. The current
help-requests have ranged from assisting with online travel booking to organization of file

folders for purposes of saving & easy retrieval. Once Marc is more settled into his role at the
Tech Desk and that of the Marketing Specialist the plan is to either expand the days/times of
the One-on-One Technology Help program or to create a classroom setting that will focus on
particularly popular tech-questions and is thought that it would be held twice a month.
Technology Help (walk-ups) Marc reports that it has been quite a joy helping patrons with both
their small and “dire” technology issues. It was a bit “shaky” at first, with some patrons
unknowingly taking advantage of his time, but with the implementation of the One-on-One
Technology Help program, most time-consuming requests have been relegated to that
program. Leaving the day-to-day requests to simpler things, or if need be the opportunity to
direct a patron to sign up for a scheduled one-on-one with Marc or Lois.
Misc It did take Marc a few days to get connected to all the internal programs required to be
of true assistance to all inquiring patrons, and he still has more to learn. However, the other staff
is helping where they can and used his questions as teachable moments.

Facilities Management (Jewel English)
Regular scheduled monthly maintenance for pest control, aerobic septic system, and grounds
keeping maintenance
Study Rooms: 394 people used the Study Rooms in October
Public Meeting Room use: 123 community members used the meeting rooms in October (91
people attended the Chamber Coffee/TXDOT meeting on 10/12/2022)
Water softener tank 10.25.2022: After several months,
the salt in the brine tank had not dissolved. Heat and
Treat Solutions were called as they are the company
that installed the system when the library was built in
2008.
Per Heat & Treat Job Quote dated 10/13/2022, Rex,
technician, completed the work per the scope of
their bid.
He marked the resin tank (white tank) with a “Resin
Level Fill Line” that we can check by using a flashlight
against the tank (Pic on right)
He installed a check valve that was not installed
during the original installation, now the system is up to code (Pic below - left)

The technician
said we should
refill the tank with
salt
pellets
(yellow bag at
Home
Depot)
when the salt is
about one foot
from the bottom
of the brine tank
(black tank)
He suggested we talk to Glenn Johnson, owner of Heat and Treat, about establishing a
maintenance plan for the water softener
We attached a service manual on the tank for easy reference when needed (Pic below - right)
Rich Herr inspected the work: checked that hot water was working in all areas of the library and
confirmed the work is done and the system is now working as it should.
Groundskeeping: regular chores, cleaned up the landscape beds, installed the netting over the
water feature. The groundskeeper will dig (6) holes for the mounting posts for the Weenotes
instruments that will be installed in Eagle Scout Park between the benches in the area next to
the fence (picture on the right).

Above is a picture of the Weenotes instruments: a
great size for kids and adults.

Angel Tree: Mammen Family Public Library will once again host an Angel
Tree in the library foyer. The Bulverde/Spring Branch Angel Tree Project
organize the annual event and place trees in businesses in the
community. The Angel Trees provide Christmas gifts to children in need
in our area. People visiting the library can choose ornament tag(s) from
the tree, purchase the gift printed on the tag, bring the wrapped gift to
the Library, and grant a Christmas wish! Cindy Hurst and her team of
Angels will stop by every couple of days to check the status of the
ornament tags, add more as needed, and pick up any gifts we've
received.

Administration (Susan/Cathy)
In October much of Susan’s time was spent advertising, reviewing the candidates and
interviewing the candidates for the Technical Instructor and Marketing Specialist position. We
are so happy Marc Dunlap joined our team for the position. Susan also trained with Mackenzie
prior to her leaving so that when a candidate was hired, Susan could work with him to ensure
he knew what to do. We also have a lot of marketing software accounts that for security
purposes we had to change passwords on. As Marc stated in his report, the transition from
Mackenzie to Susan as the admin on the Facebook account didn’t work as expected and we
had to jump through a lot of hoops to get our admin account back but we persisted and it is
now in our control.
We are also happy to announce that the BARLD Board of Trustees were able to close on the
property next to the library, between us and Randolph Brooks, and the District now owns 143
Bulverde Crossing.
Susan attended online introduction to the 2023 TSLAC grants and is reviewing the information to
see if there are any categories we may fit in for a grant. We also completed submitting the final
Request for Funds for the TSLAC CAP grant and the final report so that grant, which reconfigured
the interior of the Trekker and added an outreach collection and other supplies to the Trekker,
is finished.
Peggy Hamm made a generous donation to help fund the Weenotes outdoor musical
instruments and the Friends of the District funded the rest. We received the equipment and are
working on installation as Jewel noted in her report.
We are also working on a plan to install a locker system for reserve pickups when the library is
closed outside the gate, across from the lower drop boxes. We plan to concrete the island
outside the lower gate across from where the lower drop boxes are currently and want to add
a carport style cover over the two parking spaces there. We will then install the locker system
and possibly move the drop boxes so they are also under the cover. We are still looking for other
locations in the community to add additional locker systems.

